generated from two single compactly supported functions q and by means of dilations and translations '(x) 2-J/2(2-Jx k) (j, k)e Z 2 .k(x) 2-J/z(2-x k) (j, k) 7/2.
(1.1)
This construction mimics, in a more general setting, the construction of orthonormal bases of compactly supported wavelets developed in [Daul] that we briefly recall here in three steps:
Orthonormal wavelets are associated with a scaling function q9 which defines a multiresolution analysis, i.e., a ladder of embedded approximation subspaces of L2() {0} "" V1 c Vo c V-x "'' L2() (1.2) such that {qg},e {2-J/2q(2-x-k)},g is an orthonormal basis for V. The wavelets are built to characterize the missing details between two adjacent levels of approximation. More precisely, {}, g {2-/z(2-x k)}, g is an orthonormal basis for the orthogonal complement W of V in V_x.
The constructions of q9 and , are based on a trigonometric polynomial mo (O) such that too(0)= 1 and Imo(co)l 2 + Imo(cO + x)l 2 1.
( 1.3) The functions q9 and are then defined by and +O3 q3() I-I mo(2-*o) (1.4) (9)=m(-)(-)=e-"/'mo(+rc) (-) Received 18 May 1992.
(1.5) 313 It has been shown in [Col] and [La] that, for a generic choice of mo(Og), these formulas lead indeed to a scaling function which satisfies (qg(x k)l tp(x l)) 6k, and to an orthonormal wavelet basis.
In the fast wavelet transform algorithm, m0 and ml are the transfer functions of a low-pass and a high-pass filter that split the discrete signal into two channels. These channels are decimated (only one sample out of two is retained), and the process is iterated on the low-pass channel. The final result is a coarse approximation of the signal and a succession of details at each intermediate scale. Perfect reconstruction is performed by the same filters which are used to interpolate and refine the decimated channels.
Unfortunately, these filters, known as conjugate quadrature filters (CQF, see [SB] ), have some disadvantages for practical design and applications:
They cannot be both FIR and linear phase (i.e., with real and symmetrical coefficient) except for the uninteresting Haar filter (which leads to a discontinuous wavelet). For all these reasons, we considered a larger class of filters called "dual filters", as introduced in the work of Vetterli [Ve] ; see also [VH- We shall see that, contrary to the orthonormal case, a pair of dual filters does not "almost always" lead to a pair of stable biorthogonal wavelet bases. We shall need special assumptions based on the transition operators associated to these filters.
These operators will be defined, and their main properties will be studied in Section 3. The main results, in particular the necessary and sufficient conditions for stability, are presented in Sections 4 and 5. (In [CDF] we gave a sufficient condition using stronger assumptions.)
We start by recalling some properties of dual filters and biorthogonal wavelets. For detailed proofs of the results presented in the next section, we refer to [CDF] , [Co2] Proof. By recursion on n and using the identity (2.3), one shows that 
( 2.20 [CD] , [CDM] 
The first factor is proportional to the L 2 norm of xq(x), which is finite since q9 is square integrable and compactly supported.
To evaluate the second factor, we compute the integral of q(o)l 2-2 on a dyadic ring 2"-17z < Iol < 2r. By the H61der inequality and (3.13), we obtain
.-x < Io1 < 2"t n-lt < loft < 2nn < C2
"'-(2 2,)s for all s < -loglp(To)l/(2 log 2).
The second factor will thus be finite and (5.7) will be satisfied if we choose e such that e + (2 2e)(loglp(To)l/2 log 2) < 0, i.e., e < -loglp(To)l/(log 2 loglp(To)l -23 >---'x// the decay of c2,3(co) at infinity is weaker than Io1 -x/z. It is nevertheless square-integrable because of its "lacunary" aspect: the regions where q3,.3(co) decays badly become less and less dense at infinity.
The graphs of the functions cp, q3, /, and in the case N 2, L 2 or 3, are represented in Figure 3 .
